FIXED DETAILS
9/16" SINGLE GLAZING SHOWN

SCALE: 1/4

1 STANDARD HEAD
EXTERIOR
1A NARROW HEAD
EXTERIOR

2 STANDARD SILL WITH 1" ARCHE-DUCT
FINISHED CEILING
FINISHED FLOOR
FINISHED EXTERIOR

2A NARROW SILL WITH 1/2" ARCHE-DUCT (NO SHELF)
FINISHED CEILING
FINISHED FLOOR
FINISHED EXTERIOR

18 LOW PROFILE HEAD
EXTERIOR

2B LOW PROFILE SILL WITH 1" ARCHE-DUCT (NO SHELF)
FINISHED CEILING
FINISHED FLOOR
FINISHED EXTERIOR

1 2 5 6 7
OQ WINDOW OQ RAKED WINDOW OVQ CORNER WINDOW

-GLASS PENETRATION: 9/16"
-ALL FINISHED SURFACES BY OTHERS.
-N.F.W. AND N.F.H. DO NOT INCLUDE ARCHE-DUCT.
-EXTERIOR RATED PRODUCTS HAVE WEEP SLOTS ON HORIZONTAL SILLS.